Alabama Authors

Alabama's Golden Literary Era booklet by William Stanley Hoole put together in 1983

Beidler, Phillip D.
Bowen, Robert- See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Brewer, Sonny
Campbell, William E.
Capote, Truman
Carney Aubrey- See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Carter, Forrest- 2 articles
Cason, Clarence
Childers, James Saxon- See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Childress, Mark
Covington, Vicki
Deal, Borden- Multiple articles
Dubose, John Witherspoon- Selection of Uncollected Essays by William Stanley Hoole
Fairley, Nan
Fellows, Alice- See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Fitzgerald, Zela and Scott
Flagg, Fannie
Gibbons, Robert- See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Groom, Winston
Hannah, Barry- Book Review
Hobson, Fred
Hoole, William Stanley- See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Huey, William Bradford
Hunt, Mary Fassett- See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Jones, Madison
Lee, Harper
Liddell, Viola
Mayfield, Sara
McMurray, J. Max- See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Payne, Robert- See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Phillips, W. Glasgow
Pyrnelle, Louise Clarke- Selection of her writings by William Stanley and Addie Shirley Hoole
Rayford, Julian Lee - See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Sorensen, Virginia - See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Spencer, Sue McDaniel
Stewart, John Craig - See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Strode, Hudson - See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Tarry, Ellen
Tillery, Carlyle - multiple articles including a bio in the Alabama Librarian
Toole, John Kennedy - Book Review
Twentieth Century Alabama Authors a Check List put together by the Alabama Library Association in 1966 booklet
Vaughn, Elizabeth Dewberry
Vines, Howell - See booklet The Alabama Librarian
Walker, Hugh
Walter, Eugene
Windham, Kathryn Tucker
Wood, Mary Linda
Woodward, C. Vann